
Poundland / 99p Stores
Right decision, right reasons
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Key Issues

● Local vs national competition
- Has Poundland varied parameters of competition locally in the past?
- Would the merger give Poundland the incentive to vary parameters of competition 

locally (even if it has not done so in the past)?

● Competitive assessment
- Closeness of competition
- Evidence on outcomes
- National effects
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Local vs national

● Should the merger be assessed at a local or national level? 

● Starting point is to recognise that consumers shop in local retail 
outlets within a given travel time of their location (e.g. home or work)

● However, Poundland may not independently vary parameters of 
competition locally in which case competition should be looked at in 
aggregate

● Two questions to answer
- Has Poundland varied parameters of competition locally in the past?
- Would the merger give Poundland the incentive to vary parameters of 

competition locally (even if it has not done so in the past)?
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Local vs national

The key question is…

● In aggregate (national competition) unlikely to be concern
- Geographic overlaps with 99p Stores are only a small proportion of Poundland’s 

network of stores (about 1/3)
- In aggregate barriers to entry are not high – in particular other competitors have 

substantial entry plans

● Whereas in local areas concerns were more likely
- Some overlaps where Parties may be very close competitors and few other 

competitors
- Evidence that availability of suitable sites may be a barrier to entry in certain 

areas 
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Historic variation in PQRS

● Q: Has Poundland varied parameters locally in the past? 
● A: Not significantly

- Poundland argues that it need to maintain simple consistent business model and so 
it is too costly to respond locally to competition 

- Very limited (exceptional) pricing promotions in response to competition
- Pack sizes do not vary across stores
- Staffing, range, opening hours and store refits vary to some extent (generally 

according to store size) but not in response to competition

● Parties’ margin concentration analysis (PCA) shows limited variation in 
margin with no relationship to local competition

- Consistent with Poundland’s argument that it does not vary parameters in response 
to local competition because the cost is too high

- So what does the PCA tell us about competition? NOTHING
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Variation post merger?
● Q: Would the merger give Poundland the incentive to vary parameters of 

competition locally even though it has not done so in the past?
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Costs of 
varying locally

Benefits of 
varying locally 
(from merger)

Are greater the 
greater the change 
in variation in local 

competition

Benefits of setting 
parameters locally 
arise from variation 
in local competition 

and demand

Supply side: 
reducing volume 
discounts with 

suppliers; 
efficiency of simple 

business model

Demand side: 
importance of 

single price point 
brand; reputation 
effect of varying 

pack size



● Interpretation
● No historic variation suggests currently costs must outweigh benefits
● Greater focus on variation relative to size of overall network of stores as costs of 

varying parameters mostly increasing in number of stores
● Did not consider evidence suggested likelihood of a substantial enough change in 

benefit to offset costs

Benefits of variation post merger

● Assess how the merger affects the proportion (and number) of stores 
where Poundland faces no or ‘limited’ competition

● Weight competitors according to evidence on closeness of competition
● As sensitivity use different competitor sets and definitions of ‘limited’ competition e.g. 

only 1 weaker competitor further than ½ mile away (‘0.25’ competitors) etc.



Competitive assessment
● Econometrics on impact of entry on 

revenues (panel fixed effects 
approach) over 5 years

● Identify the relative closeness of 
competition of different retailers: other 
SPP, VGMs (multi-price point 
retailers) and supermarkets

● Entry of other SPP within ½ mile leads 
to Poundland losing ~20% revenues

● Clear evidence ranking competitor set: 
single price point retailers ~ twice 
impact of multiple price point retailers

● Supermarkets no impact but footfall 
effect

● Strong effects within ½ mile, weaker 
within 1 mile
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● Exit survey evidence from a sample of 15 overlap areas to estimate 
diversion ratios 

● Results consistent with econometrics but also evidence of supermarket constraint



Market outcomes
● Would be useful to look at 

● Closeness of competition doesn’t fully explain how prices might rise in equilibrium post-
merger

● Other factors such as the ‘competitiveness of the market’ or ‘availability of other close 
alternatives’ are likely to be relevant here

● But no obvious analytical approach based on outcomes available 
● No cross sectional variation in parameters in response to competition to exploit
● Gross margins over time tell us very little

• Margins have not changed much yet there has been a lot of entry by competitors 
over past 10 years 

• But very limited data so impossible to control for other factors 
• Substantial economies of scale from volume rebates (Poundland no. stores has 

grown 10x since 2001)
• Much documented substantial aggregate increase in demand for value retailers in 

recent years 

● Would need to assess qualitative factors (we considered but ultimately 
didn’t include in decision as no concern anyway) 9



National effects
● Would Poundland reduce pack size (or other parameters) across all of its 

stores as a result of the merger? 
● Aggregate diversion ratios are low suggesting limited incentive

● ~10% from Poundland to 99p and ~20% 99p to Poundland
● Based on local market structure (informed by econometrics on impact of entry on 

revenues and consumer survey) 
● To a large extent determined by the extent of geographic overlap (99p Stores only 

overlaps with 1/3 of Poundland stores)
● Because of this likely to be fairly accurate - result not very sensitive to various 

methodologies e.g. simple extrapolations from CMA survey or using Parties’ survey 
● Combined with margin in IPR framework (1-2%) - but not estimate of actual price rise! 

“We treated these illustrative price rises with caution on account of the restrictive 
assumptions required to calculate them. Due to the impact of these assumptions, we 
interpreted these models as providing only an illustration of the magnitude of the 
incentives to worsen the Parties’ offering rather than estimates of actual price rises”.

● Barriers to entry are low and competitors have substantial expansion 
plans suggests incentive even more limited 10



Use of surveys
● Poundland survey (all overlap areas)

- Online self-completion methodology (requires customers to engage with their till 
receipt and be motivated to go online) led to low response rate (0.3%) and so 
substantial potential for non-response bias 

- In particular, CMA survey found 21% of respondents ‘never’ go online (much higher 
for low skilled workers and over-55s). Intuitive concern that preferences of these 
customers may be different i.e. more towards lower price ‘discount’ stores

- Parties’ telephone validation survey (in 2 areas) showed much higher diversion 
ratio between Merging Parties 

● CMA survey (sample of 15 areas)
- Exit survey meant higher response rate; no need for internet access; better recall
- Line-of-sight bias? 
- CMA Phase II exit survey showed much higher diversion ratio between Merging 

Parties in almost all areas 

● Overall: some common issues (hypothetical bias; non-response bias) 
though our view was principally that very substantial scope for non-
response bias in Poundland survey meant it was less reliable than 
CMA survey
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Multi-market retail mergers
● Consumer survey evidence

- Sampling local areas
- Mode: telephone v online v face to face 

● Local v national effects in theory
● Exploiting cross-sectional variation
● Measuring national effects in practice
● Dynamic effects
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